STEPS to the LSAT: A Self-Prep Support Program
by Jay Cutts, Lead Author of the Barron's LSAT Prep Book
Co-Sponsored by: Phi Alpha Delta National, National Black Law Students Association, National
Latina/o Law Students Association, and National Native American Law Students Association.
The Purpose: Design your own personal or group LSAT Prep Program using the STEPS resources and
the Barron's LSAT Prep Book.
The Fee: $103 for unlimited access to STEPS
What's Included in the STEPS Program?
1. Barron’s LSAT Prep Book - STEPS is based on the advanced strategies in Barron's.
2. Student Study Manual – Highly structured, day-by-day instructions on exactly what
to do and how to study for two months or longer.
3. Local and Online Study Groups – Connect through the STEPS Dashboard
4. Optional Local Classroom Program – Organize a live LSAT class series in your area
without needing an LSAT instructor, using our Proctor's Manual.
5. Optional Buddy System - Keep each other going when things get tough.
6. Solution of the Week - Detailed explanations for solving an actual LSAT question.
7. Audio Library – Close to 300 recordings of one-on-one tutorials on actual LSAT
questions conducted by Jay Cutts with prelaw students. Provides in-depth analysis of
common errors and of problem-solving strategies.
8. Online Dashboard – Keep track of progress. Find study partners. Share insights. Ask
questions. Chat. Access all your study materials from one site.
9. Booklet: How to Get Accepted to Law School – A Take-Charge Approach –
Advanced insights on the Personal Statement and other admissions strategies

About Us: Jay Cutts has been preparing students for the LSAT for over 25 years. He is the director of the
Cutts Graduate Reviews. The STEPS program is administered by Cutts Graduate Reviews in conjunction
with a national Advisory Board of prelaw professionals.
Find Out More: Visit STEPS to the LSAT at:

www.cuttsreviews.com/stepstolsat/

Questions? (505) 281-0684 or orders@cuttsreviews.com;
Cutts Graduate Reviews, 144 Sedillo Hill Road, Tijeras, NM 87059
(over)

What STEPS Students Say
(The following is from a 2014 STEPS student.)
Here is my STEPS review. If you have additional questions or if I need to clarify anything, please do not
hesitate to ask!
1. Solution of week: I really liked these weekly emails that focused on only ONE LSAT question and
went into an in-depth look at each of the answer choices. It was easy to follow and the weekly emails
were a great reminder of, hey LSAT checking in here, stay on track now, you hear.
2. Barron’s book: The book we had to purchase along with the class I would honestly give a 10/10. It
was clear, easy to read and explained things in a way I had not encountered before (even after taking two
different prep classes).
It went over a how-to for each question type and not only explained how to approach each question but
also explained how NOT to approach each question i.e. common mistakes others make.
3. Student Manual: This was probably my favorite part of the STEPS course. To put it simply this
manual is what makes this LSAT course different from so many others. Every prep class has assigned
work that you do prepare for the exam but this manual came with an outline and week-by-week schedule.
For those that have difficulty planning studying over a longer term course of a few months, this manual
does it for you! It breaks down not only what you should have nailed by each week but each day. The
LSAT can be very overwhelming and this manual organizes studying into a manageable schedule.
Aside from the schedule, I loved the advice and real life examples about the LSAT and the law school
application process in general. When I was reading it, I felt as if I was having a casual talk with a trusted
advisor, rather than reading a class text.
4. Best strategy: I have taken two other LSAT prep classes from pretty big name companies and I still
always struggled with timing. The STEPS approach was the best and easiest timing strategy I've come
across. I can confidently say it made a huge difference in my score on official test day.

